
MODEL 700 INDICATOR 
OPERA TING INSTRUCTIONS 

OPERA TING CONTROLS DEFINED 
POWER SWITCH 
Enables or disables battery power to the scale; should be 
set to OFF when scale is not in use and when battery is 
being charged. 

COARSE ZERO POTENTIOMETER 
Recessed in bottom panel of Indicator; used to coarse-a<Uust 
displayed value as closely as possible to zero value. For first 
time set-up and troubleshooting procedures. A<ijustrnent 
range is 17 full turns. 

ZERO ADJUST KNOB 
Used to f"me-a<ijust displayed value to zero for day-to-day 
scale use. A<ijustrnent range is 10 full turns. Zero range is 
±2.6% of capacity: ±600 lbs, or ±227 legs. · 

ALARM ADJUST KNOB 
Turned to display weight level at which ALARM UGHT 
will illuminate. This weight level registers on display only 
when ALARM SELECr SWITCH is in LOAD or UNLOAD 
position. A<ijustrnent range extends from zero to half 
capacity in 10 full turns. 

ALARM SELECT SWITCH 
Switched to LOAD or UNLOAD position to enable ALARM 
UGHT (1) to pulse on and off when scale weight is 60 lbs., 
or 23 legs., from preselected weight value and (2) to stay· · 

ALARM LIGHT 

0 0 

on continuously when scale weight is 8 lbs., or 4 ~-. from 
preselected weight value. 

In both LOAD and UNLOAD modes, display counts back 
from display of preselected weight to zero as scale weight 
changes. 

Swi~ed to GROSS position to disai.e alarm and allow 
gross display of weight on scale. 

ZEROING THE SCALE 
1. Lift POWER SWITCH all the way up and release. 

2. Verify that all Weigh IJars8 are ccm:rwcted to Ind:icawr 
and that scal.e is empty, then set ALARM SELECT 
SWITCH to GROSS. 

3. Set ZERO ADJUST KNOB to center of its a<Uustrnent 
range, 6 full turns from either end. 

4. With small screwdriver, such as tweeker shipped with 
product, acljust COARSE ZERO POTENTIOMETER 
until display reads as close as possible to zero. Tum 
clockwise to increase and counter-clockwise to 
decrease display. For most situations, you can skip 
this coarse zero adJustment a/fm" first time set-up. 

6. Tum ZERO ADJUST KNOB until a precise reading of 
zero is displayed. 
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This is a “Table of Contents preview” for quality assurance 

The full manual can be found at https://the-checkout-tech.com/estore/catalog/ 

We also offer some free downloads, a free keyboard and keysheet layout designer, 

cable diagrams and free help and support. 

https://the-checkout-tech.com : the biggest supplier of cash register and scale manuals on the net 
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